Abstract. We discuss the flatness property of some fiber type contractions of complex smooth projective varieties of arbitrary dimensions. We relate the flatness of some morphisms having one-dimensional fibers with their conic bundles structures, also in the general case in which some mild singularities of the varieties are admitted.
Introduction
Let X be a complex normal projective variety of arbitrary dimension n. A contraction of X is a surjective morpism ϕ : X → Y with connected fibers, where Y is a complex normal projective variety. We say that ϕ is K X -negative (or simply K-negative) if K X is Q-Cartier and it has negative intersection with each curve contracted by ϕ.
In this note we deal with the case in which such a contraction ϕ is of fiber type, namely dim X > dim Y .
A conic bundle f : X → Y is a K X -negative fiber type contraction where X is smooth and whose fibers are isomorphic to plane conics; i.e. every fiber is isomorphic as a scheme to a zero locus of a non-trivial section of O P 2 (2) . We refer the reader to [10, 11, 7] for a recent account on conic bundles, see also references therein. By [4, IV.15.4.2.]) a conic bundle f : X → Y is a flat morphism, i.e. for every x ∈ X the stalk O X,x is a flat O Y,f (x) -module.
In this note we show the flatness property of some K-negative fiber type contractions. On the other hand, using the flatness of the morphisms in question, we prove that they have a conic bundle structure. The starting point is the following theorem which is due to Ando (see [1, Theorem 3.1 (ii)]) and it is a generalization in higher dimension of Mori's result in dimension 3 (see [8, Theorem 3.5 , (3.5.1)]). Theorem 1.1. Let X be a complex smooth projective variety and let f : X → Y be a K-negative contraction where every fiber is one-dimensional. Then Y is also smooth and f is a conic bundle.
The goal of this paper is to discuss an alternative proof of the above theorem by proving the flatness of the contraction. Indeed, this property is not analyzed in [1, Theorem 3.1 (ii)] but it represents a key point to deduce the smoothness of Y and the conic bundle structure of f . See also our motivation explained in Remark 2.4. In particular, we are going to prove the following result, from which we discuss in Remark 2.4 how one can deduce Theorem 1.1. Finally, we focus on the more general case in which a complex normal projective variety X with mild singularities admits a flat fiber type K-negative contraction with one-dimensional fibers. Let us recall that given such a variety X, it is Gorenstein if it is Cohen-Macaulay and K X is a Cartier divisor. Being Cohen-Macaulay is an algebraic condition on the local rings of X; we refer the reader to [5 
, and through this immersion the fibers of f are isomorphic to plane conics.
Flatness and conic bundles structures
The first part of this section is devoted to prove Theorem 1.2. To this end, the main idea is to consider a birational modification of X to make flat the morphism. We are going to generalize to higher dimension the strategy used by Mori to prove [8, Lemma 3.25, Lemma 3.26]. We recall that X has arbitrary dimension n. The following construction represents the set-up for the proof of Theorem 1.2. Let Y be the closure of Y 0 in Hilb(X) with the reduced subscheme structure. Let us consider the universal family Z ⊂ X × Y , and the two natural projections π : Z → X and φ : Z → Y , where π is birational, being an isomorphism over X 0 , and φ is a flat morphism by construction. We have the following diagram:
Construction 1 ([8], (3.24)). In the setting of Theorem 1.2, let us consider
Y 0 ⊂ Y the maximal open set such that f |f −1 (Y 0 ) : f −1 (Y 0 ) → Y 0 is a flat morphism. Set X 0 := f −1 (Y 0 ).Z ⊂ X × Y φ z z t
t t t t t t t t t t
Moreover, by Lemma [1, Theorem 3.1 (i)] the general fiber of φ is isomorphic to P 1 . Notice that Z is an irreducible and reduced projective variety, because φ is flat, Y is irreducible and reduced, and the general fiber of φ is isomorphic to P 1 .
For every y ∈ Y , set Z y := φ −1 (y) ⊂ X × {y}. We know that Z y is a subscheme of X, and as a 1-cycle is algebraically equivalent to the general fiber of f , so that for every y ∈ Y , Z y is contracted to a point by f . Hence, for every y ∈ Y , Z y ⊂ F , where F is a fiber of f . By our assumption dim F = 1, and −K X · Z y = −K X · F = 2, so that Z y = F as 1-cycles, and (Z y ) red = F red .
In order to prove Theorem 1.2 we need to study the fibers of φ. To make the exposition self contained we recall the following two lemmas. In the first one all the possibilities for such fibers are listed. The second lemma is a short version of [1, Lemma 1.5]. We refer the reader also to [9, Lemma 3.1.7, Lemma 3.1.8] for detailed proofs of the following results. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let us consider the set-up as in Construction 1. We prove that π is an isomorphism. Since π is birational and X is normal, it is enough to show that π is finite. Assume by contradiction that there exists an irreducible curve Γ ⊂ Z such that π(Γ) = {x 0 } with x 0 point of X.
We see that φ(Γ) :=Γ gives a one-dimensional family of subschemes of X. Let us consider S := φ −1 (Γ) such a family, which contains Γ. Then dim π(S) = 1.
Indeed, since π(Γ) = {x 0 }, the 1-cycles Z y for y ∈Γ pass through x 0 , and they are contracted by f . Thus there exists a fiber F 0 ⊂ X of f such that Z y ⊆ F 0 , and (Z y ) red = (F 0 ) red for every y ∈Γ. Denote byỹ the general point ofΓ.
If Zỹ is reduced, then Zỹ = F 0 which is a contradiction, becauseΓ ⊂ Hilb(X) so that for y ∈Γ the subschemes Z y are distinct.
Then Z y is not reduced for every y ∈Γ, and (Z y ) red = (F 0 ) red = C with C ∼ = P 1 . By Lemma 2.1, we know that I 2 C ⊂ I Zy ⊂ I C . We use the following exact sequence: (1) 0 −→ I Zy /I 2 C −→ I C /I 2 C −→ I C /I Zy −→ 0 where I Zy denotes the ideal subsheaf of O X defining Z y in X, and similarly for I C . Assume that we are in case (a) of Lemma 2.3, so that one has I C /I 2
, and by Remark 2.2 we know that I C /I Zy ∼ = O C (−1). Then from (1) we get the following exact sequence
) ∼ = C, it follows that up to multiplication by scalars the map β of (2) is unique.
Thus the subsheaf I Zy /I 2 C ⊂ I C /I 2 C is uniquely determined, then also I Zy ⊂ I C is uniquely determined. This contradicts the non constancy of the family S →Γ. Repeating the same argument, we get a contradiction also when Lemma 2.3 (b) holds.
Then π : Z → X is an isomorphism. Since φ is a flat morphism and X is smooth, by [4, Proposition 17.3.3 (i)] it follows that Y is also smooth.
Applying Lemma 2.1, we deduce that φ and f have the same fibers, so that using [3, Proposition 1.14], we find that φ = f , and Y ∼ = Y . Then Y is smooth and f is a flat morphism. Now we show Proposition 1.3. This is probably well-known to experts, but we include a proof for lack of references. To this end, we start with the following easy observation. Proof of Proposition 1.3. We notice that f is an equidimensional morphism from a Cohen-Macaulay variety to a smooth variety, so that it is flat (see for instance [6, Corollary of Theorem 23.1]). Using the same proof of [1, Lemma 3.1 (i)], one can see that the general fiber of f is isomorphic to P 1 . We show that the fibers are isomorphic to plane conics. Set E := f * O X (−K X ). We prove that E is a locally free sheaf on Y of rank 3. Set F := O X (−K X ), that by Remark 2.5 is flat over Y . If we denote by X y the fiber over y ∈ Y , since f is a flat morphism, we know that χ(X y , F y ) = h 0 (X y , F y ) − h 1 (X y , F y ) is constant. Using the same argument of [8, (3.25.1) ] it is easy to check that h 1 (X y , F y ) = 0 for every y ∈ Y .
Then χ(X y , F y ) = h 0 (X y , F y ) = h 0 (P 1 , O P 2 (2)) = 3. Hence by [5, Proposition 3.1.9] we deduce that E is locally free sheaf on Y of rank 3, so that we have a P 2 -bundle π : P(E) → Y . Since every fiber is one-dimensional, using [2, Corollary 1.11.1], it follows that F is f -very ample on X so that f * f * F gives an immersion X ֒→ P(E) over Y , and f = π |X . Being dim P(E) = dim Y + 2 = dim X + 1, X is embedded as a divisor of P(E).
Finally, we prove that the restriction of X to every fiber of π is one-dimensional and belongs to |O P 2 (2)|. Denoting by l a fiber of f , we have that l is the intersection between X and a fiber l ′ of π, hence l ′ ∼ = P 2 . Now, using that X is a divisor and that −K X has degree 2 on every fiber of f , we get l = X |l ′ = O P 2 (2), hence our claim.
